Temporary noise permit – current minimum conditions

• the volume of amplified sound that may be made shall not exceed a sound pressure of at most 90 decibels beyond at least 30m (100 feet) from the source of the amplified sound; and
• the times during which sound may be made shall be limited to the hours of 9:00 a.m. at the earliest and to 11:00 p.m. at the latest
Measurement of sound

- Multiple sound sources
- Crowd noise
- Who's complaining

Recommendation 1

- Measure sound at point of reception for temporary noise permits
Time limit

Recommendation 2

• 12:00 midnight at the latest for temporary noise permits
Sound from patios

- Ambient noise
- Four patios
- Multiple readings

Unique locational attributes
Unique locational attributes

Temporary permit submission

- patio floor plan
- sound sources
- complaint / mitigation plan
Recommendation 3

- 70 dBA (maximum) measured at point of reception
- 12:00 midnight at the latest